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The opportunity

• Meeting climate mitigation targets 
requires systemic transformation 
from the status quo

• Crises are thought to provide a 
window of opportunity for 
transformative change

• How can we capture the COVID-19 
pandemic as a window of 
opportunity for transformative 
climate action in the Kitchener-
Waterloo (KW) region? All photos: Creative Commons



Objectives

Experimental futures methods can inspire change and create 
“transformative spaces” where people with diverse perspectives can 
experiment with innovative ideas. Our objectives were to:

• Co-generate creative, inspiring visions of a transformed climate action 
future with actors in Kitchener-Waterloo, Canada, that explore the 
COVID-19 pandemic as a window of opportunity for transformative 
climate action

• Explore opportunities and challenges of applying mix-and-match 
creative futures processes, catering to our own research capacities, the 
needs of the context, and the realities of COVID-19



Study design



Greetings, this is Anita Lazurko, dispatching to you from the year 2072! I am a 

journalist and have been assigned to write a feature on social change in the year 

2020. While I am sure this year has been a bummer for you, I think this feature 

might really help my career take off! Jokes aside, while the pandemic is 

dominating headlines for you now, we have identified that the year 2021 is also 

the moment that the Kitchener-Waterloo region really turned things around for 

climate change. If  you are surprised, just know that we are too!

Fictional premise

Greetings from 2072!



Key frameworks

• Three Horizons

• Seeds of Good 

Anthropocenes 

(Pereira et al. 

2017)

• Appreciative 

Inquiry (Elliott 

1999)

Three Horizons Framework (adapted from Sharpe et al. 2016)

https://openaccess.city.ac.uk/id/eprint/19478/1/
https://www.iisd.org/system/files/publications/appreciativeinquiry.pdf
https://www.ecologyandsociety.org/vol21/iss2/art47/


Methods

1. Pre-workshop survey

2. Workshop

3. Post-workshop survey

• Rapid worldbuilding

• Rapid sci-fi prototyping

• Visual art



Pre-workshop survey results



Which values have become more important to 
you during the COVID-19 pandemic?

“We need to have empathy and tolerance towards 
those that are struggling more than us, who aren't 
able to take the time to "better" themselves like 
some of us have.”

“The pandemic has shifted my way of thinking, to 
be more aware of the need to come together as 
citizens and help the most vulnerable, as we are 
only as strong as our most vulnerable.”

“This time period has been about taking stock, 
being patient with myself and others around me, 
envisioning a future for myself and my community, 
and making sure that I'm honouring my 
mental/emotional/physical health above all else.”



Which values have become less important to 
you during the COVID-19 pandemic?

“I have been more of the mindset of going with the flow 

since last year. I have also let go of any competitiveness 

in my industry. I have been trying to help people more, 

share more resources that I wouldn't have before.”

“The pandemic has shone a strong light on the fact that 

life is messy, and striving for perfection and maintaining a 

'go, go, go!' lifestyle is not sustainable, nor what really 

matters in the grand scheme of things.”

“This year has been about learning that I'm enough, 

regardless of how much I'm able to accomplish in one 

day.” 



What are your most important present 
concerns related to climate action?

Socio-political

• *Lack of government 

(and other powerful 

actors’) priority on deep 

system change

• *Misinformation (about 

climate change, other 

global crises)

Economic

• *Exploitative capitalist 

economy; wealth 

inequality

• *Global supply chains 

(ordering online and 

having things delivered 

from far away)

Environmental

• *Food and other 

supplies in excessive 

packaging

• Destruction of water 

resources and natural 

environments

• *Transitioning off fossil 

fuels for transport



What significant practical changes 
have you made during the COVID-
19 pandemic?

• Work from home, eliminating the daily 

commute

• Walking and cycling for short distance 

trips, driving less

• Supporting local businesses and local 

products as much as possible

• Smaller social circle, so no longer 

spending time, money and energy visiting 

friends outside of town

• Most leisure time spent outside

Inspirational practice What is (are) the best thing(s) (e.g. 
a major achievement) that have 
happened in your community that 
can stand as an example for a 
climate-friendly future?

• More people buying locally and supporting 

small businesses

• More people not commuting for work

• Successful implementation of the ION – a zero 

emission mass public transit system

• Progress on the 2-way, all day GO bus service 

between Waterloo Region and Toronto

• Ambitious greenhouse gas emissions 

reductions targets set to 2030 with 

ClimateActionWR



Workshop results



Inspirational practice – Group A

Group A built a future world in which greater support for local business 

and products that emerged during the pandemic becomes mainstream.



Future world – Group A
“In this future world, people purchase everything at small businesses and only go to larger businesses when they cannot find
a product locally. Since the COVID-19 pandemic, a cultural shift made sourcing locally a badge of honour. KW pursued urban
agriculture at scale and became an agricultural hub for everyone within a day’s drive. Solutions from the past were also
brought to scale, like a community fridge where people could donate extra perishable goods.

In the early 2020s, the COVID-19 pandemic recharged people’s desire to get out into the community. Networks of businesses
helped move forward ideas of sustainability from an ethos of care rather than competitiveness. The community also committed
to making it easy and convenient to source from small businesses. For example, small businesses could not offer everything in
one place in the early 2020s. In response, an app was invented that people could use to plug in whatever they needed at the
store, including everything from toilet paper to lettuce. A new service automatically sourced the desired products from local
providers, which were delivered to people via solar powered drones. Additionally, local food box initiatives expanded to include
products like toys, and local couriers began using electric cars or bikes for deliveries.

The community yearned for social gatherings like the Kitchener Market. In response, people started pre-ordering their
groceries from multiple local vendors and picked them up at a community hub held one day per week. The hubs were
accessible, so vehicles were mostly unneeded. This model broke down barriers between different social groups, bringing
issues of privilege and inequality to the forefront.

As gas prices and technologies changed, local food became the only affordable option. While the region pursued aggressive
climate mitigation, some degree of climate change occurred. KW began to experience more hot days and fewer freezing days,
leading to a different relationship with food. For example, people used seasonally curated food menus and food boxes,
community hubs became more popular, and people tried to reduce food and packaging waste. “

(Lazurko and Keys, in press)



Science fiction prototyping – Group A
“Lana is a young Haudenosaunee land defender and community leader. She has a personal mission to dedicate her
work and life to stewarding the land. She feels a deep connection to the people who come after her. Everyone is her
family. She is level-headed and proactively solves problems. Her greatest fears are the collapse of agriculture, and of
community members being left behind.

Lana helped bring small businesses and local products into the mainstream in the KW region. She led a shift to make
land-use planning more inclusive and democratic, generating more green space and making the city less car-centric. To
avoid gentrification and displacement of vulnerable people, she worked with regional leaders to even out home values
and organized neighbourhoods to bring people with diverse income levels and backgrounds together. She also
cultivated a platform for cooperative discussion about these unfolding changes.

Lana also fostered a weekly gathering, which became a community event for people to share a community meal or
shop at a community market or hub. Everyone helped serve everyone. The event was the result of a social media
campaign and became a forum for discussing environmental issues. Some people were not interested in participating in
the community event because of the long tail of the pandemic; they were used to living virtually and fearful of
interacting socially. Lana addressed this challenge by offering an option to tune into community events and local food
shopping virtually. She also made local food available in a community fridge, so people could grab it anonymously and
on their own time. Lana tried to be as inclusive as possible in her decision making by including people who were
representative of the whole community.”

(Lazurko and Keys, in press)



Science fiction prototyping – Group A
“A story in the time of Lana

’I hope you enjoy!’ Said Lana, ‘Its my mom's old recipe.’ She heaped a portion of lasagna onto the plate of Paul Jessicasson. He said

thanks, and that he can't wait for next week's community meal.

She looked out at the pathway underfoot, a slim line of tarmac, that was the last remnant of Ottawa Parkway, a once four lane

highway that passed through this part of KW. She sighed as she saw the large community gathering, it burst the seams of the city-

permitted area, but people were welcoming neighbors onto their porches, and into their gardens, so it turned out there was plenty of

space.

A faint, high pitch whine approached from overhead, and Lana waved as the fridgebot descended to the kitchen to pickup and deliver

today's meal. There were still quite a few folks that preferred to stay at home. And that's just fine — once size can't fit all.

As the next person in line approached her station, Lana smiled in the knowledge that this community gathering was happening in

different places, and in different ways all over the city. She couldn't believe that it had already been eight years already, and the city

was reclaiming land and was almost reaching its central targets. The Green Space Back Act had called for social equity and intact

ecosystems as the central criteria for land-use planning and zoning, and against many odds it was happening.

As she looked down the community bikeway, Lana noted that a fair few of the houses that had, in weeks past, been resistant to

these gatherings had actually opened their blinds today. Small progress — but progress nonetheless.

She heard the familiar laugh of a good friend, turned back to the queue, and went to serve another friend some lunch.”

(Lazurko and Keys, in press)



Art – Group A
Andrea Filiatrault
As an observer of the workshop I noticed three interesting ideas among the participants: 1)
willingness to destroy current structures and policy to find new ways to eat more locally produced
crops, 2) community knowledge sharing and inclusion of all people in building new ways of doing
things, and 3) actioning against climate change in a way that does not conflict with the needs of
reconciliation with First Nations.

The artwork produced is a multi-colour, reduction linocut of three groups native to this area, and to
the artist's mind, captures the spirit of the conversation of the participants of the Climate Waterloo
Region workshop and may serve as a reminder of the three ideas because of its method of
production and the subject matter.

Reduction linocut is a technique that uses a lino surface to transfer an ink design onto paper.
Multiple layers of colour are used for the finished work. In each step the surface must be modified
in a permanent way for each new colour to be added and to complete the design. The previous
layer cannot be duplicated and the artist can only move forward. The 4 layer design of the work is
of a trio of crops known In indigenous story-telling as the Three Sisters. I don't pretend to
understand the nuances of the history of this story because I am not an Indigenous person of this
land and it is not my story to tell. However, I have learned that corn, bean and squash crops have
long been known to some Indigenous people, local to areas now called Ontario and Quebec, to
grow together well and when grown together, result in increased yields. This knowledge was
generously shared with colonial settlers hundreds of years ago and has more recently been a topic
of a joint study about preserving biodiversity in agriculture in participation with some First Nations
groups (ref: https://www.agr.gc.ca/eng/news-from-agriculture-and-agri-food-canada/scientific-
achievements-in-agriculture/the-three-sisters-optimizing-the-value-and-food-potential-of-an-
ancestral-indigenous-crop-system/?id=1542138031075). To the artist, this image represents the
ideas of knowledge-sharing, local food production and respect for Indigenous people and rights.



Art – Group A
Komal Gill



Inspirational practice – Group B

Group B built a future world in which greater attention to locally grown 

food that emerged during the COVID-19 becomes mainstream, using a 

local food forest as an example of an initiative that could be scaled. 



Future world – Group B
“In this future world, food forests are mainstream. The food forests began as community-based, volunteer-
driven initiatives in the 2010s and 2020s, including 8 food forests started by the faith community in KW.
Eventually, these initiatives scaled until everyone was expected to help maintain the forests and in turn
enjoy the food they produce. The food forests created opportunities for cooperative learning and social
inclusion as the community came together to harvest food, eat meals together, and store food for the
winter months.

As knowledge of sustainability broadened, the food forests began to challenge how people thought about
conventional farming. New questions about agriculture brought together Indigenous and settler
communities to share intergenerational and traditional food practices. The food forests seemed to satisfy a
hunger many people felt to understand and grow their own food, and the initiatives scaled. As the food
forests scaled, the community became concerned that products would become more expensive and thus
less accessible to lower income people, like the community-support agriculture boxes of the 2010s and
2020s. In response, the community set up a subsidy program.”

(Lazurko and Keys, in press)



Science fiction prototyping – Group B
“The Young Urban Farmers of Kitchener-Waterloo (YUFKW) is a group of five young people guided by a charter of
principles related to food sovereignty, food security, and relationships. The group reflects the diversity of the KW
community, representing various backgrounds and interests including farmers and policymakers. YUFKW were a driving
force behind the food forests initiative.

To scale their initiative, YUFKW needed to find land to convert into food forests. Their priority was land return, because
the KW region is on the Haldimand Tract, which was promised to the Six Nations of the Grand River in perpetuity. After
a tipping point in Canadian federal policy, an independent Council for Reconciliation was established as per the Truth
and Reconciliation Commission recommendations, which shifted the balance of power in the relationship between
Indigenous and Canadian governance. Food sovereignty and the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples became the law of the land. At this time, the father of a member of YUFKW – who was also a local
farmer – worked alongside YUFKW to return large portions of land back to Indigenous communities. In addition, several
churches that had closed over the course of the early 21st century returned land to Indigenous communities or sold it
to Indigenous developers. Because much of this land was fertile, the Indigenous communities had the option to convert
the land to food forests. In the process, zoning policies changed to allow Indigenous architecture and green space to
flourish.

YUFKW faced major setbacks in scaling the food forests initiative, including neighborhood opposition. At one point
some neighborhoods litigated against them, but because of the new importance of the Council for Reconciliation and
UNDRIP principles in Canadian governance, YUFKW won their day in court and set a precedent for all young farmer
groups across the country.”

(Lazurko and Keys, in press)



Art – Group B
Shannon Stehr

Digital drawing, dimensions variable. 
A letter to the future has been 
produced using 1900s printed-in-
Germany postcards, courtesy of the 
Kitchener Public Library. The card 
reads “121 college st, Berlin Apr. 
22/21 Dear family, I received warning 
of our privilege and fear inspirational 
practices alone cannot halt this global 
climate crisis. Trade-offs prioritizing 
Indigenous Sovereignty are on the 
Horizon. From Earth



Workshop debrief & post-workshop survey



Participants had fun!

“I think the science fiction aspect of it made it more fun. I love talking 

about this stuff in any form, but this just added another layer of fun to 

it… Especially around a topic like this. Talking about climate change in 

the middle of a pandemic is not the most fun thing you can do and it 

can get overwhelming and very sad very quickly. It was actually fun the 

whole time to talk about this stuff and imagine the future.”



Participants were inspired to find opportunity in crisis

“One way that I feel more prepared [to use crisis as a window of 

opportunity for climate action] is to have an example and see how it’s 

done around storytelling about the future. Because storytelling is such 

a powerful way to kickstart our imagination and communicate our 

ideas… I feel better prepared just to have been part of this process 

and think okay, this is another tool that we can use to imagine a better 

future for our community, so thank you.”



Participants faced challenges in the fast-paced, online 

workshop

“The challenging part was trying to develop this narrative with a short 

time frame. We probably could have spent another hour just rolling off 

different ideas and building up this storyline, but also just thinking 

through the practical challenges that would come up in this story and 

realizing there are a lot of challenges that would get in the way of this 

ideal future, and how would a community let alone one person address 

those. It’s a daunting task.”



Reflections on using a mix-and-match creative 
futures process

You can learn more about our reflections as researchers by reaching out to
us and/or in our forthcoming paper. Link soon!

Anita Lazurko
anitalazurko@gmail.com

Twitter: @Alazurko

Dr. Patrick Keys
patrick.keys@colostate.edu

Twitter: @watersecurity

mailto:anitalazurko@gmail.com
https://twitter.com/ALazurko
mailto:patrick.keys@colostate.edu
https://twitter.com/watersecurity


Thanks for reading!
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